
formance of this instrument, which is based on a pre
viously constructed single-slice version (1), is described
in this paper,emphasizingthose aspectswhich differ
from other designs.

The PENN-PET scanner was designed with the fol
lowing intentions:

1. To develop an alternative approach to the multi
crystal/PMT, multi-ring, BGO systems.

2. To achieve the best possible performance.
3. To explore the advantages of volume imaging.
4. To produce a clinically useful instrument at a

reasonable price.

The idea for the PENN-PET scanner was conceived
in the early l980s, at a time when the best transverse
spatial resolution of PET scanners was 10 mm and the
axial resolution was 15 mm. The quest for better image
resolution led many groups to using smaller BOO crys
tals coupled one-to-one to small PMTs (2,3) and then
to position encoding schemes, with as many as eight
crystals/PMT (4,5). These configurations have led to a
transverse resolution for multi-slice scanners of@@.-5mm,
and an axial resolution as low as 6 mm, by reducing
the height of the crystal and adding more rings. The
PENN-PET detectors, on the other hand, use a high
degree of position encoding, 100 resolution elements
per PMT, so that a large transverse and axial field of
view (FOV) is continuously sampled at high resolution
in a relatively simple fashion. The spatial resolution
and countrate capability have been improved by mod
ifying the detectors, rather than by making them
smaller.

The use of continuous NaI(T1) detectors results in
several desirable features. The scanner has good spatial
resolution in all three dimensions which, combined
with high sampling density along all three axes, allows
the data to be organized into transverse, coronal, sagittal
or oblique views without incrementally moving the
patient or interpolating between slices. The system
achieves good spatial sampling through the use of con
tinuous detectors and therefore does not require detec
tor motion such as wobbling or rotation, the absence
ofwhich is particularly useful in gated cardiac imaging
and fast dynamic scans. The system uses a relatively

The PENN-PET scanner consists of six hexagonally ar
ranged position-sensitive NaI(Tl)detectors. This design
offers high spatial resolution in all three dimensions, high
sampling density along all three axes without scanner
motion, a large axial acceptance angle, good energy res
olution, and good timing resolution. This resufts in three
dimensionalimagingcapabilitywithhighsensitivityandlow
scatter and random backgrounds. The spatial resolution is
5.5 mm (FWHM) in all directions near the center. The true
sensitivity, for a brain-sized object, is a maximum of 85
kcps/@Ci/mland the scatter fraction is a minimum of 10%,
both depending on the lower level energy threshold. The
scanner can handle up to 5 mCi in the field of view, at
which point the randoms equal the true coincidences and
thedetectorsreachtheircountratelimit.We havesofar
acquired [18F]FDGbrain studies and cardiac studies, which
showthe applicabilityof ourscannerfor bothbrainand
whole-body imaging. With the results to date, we feel that
thisdesignresultsin a simpleyet highperformancescan
ner whichis applicableto many types ofstatic and dynamic
clinical studies.
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igh spatial resolution in a positron tomograph
with the capability of simultaneously imaging multiple
slices can be achieved by some form of position encod
ing to avoid the complexity resulting from individual
photomultiplier tubes (PMT) coupled to individual
small crystals. We have recently completed a continu
ous-slice positron emission tomograph (PET) using six
large-area sodium iodide (NaI(TI)) crystals coupled to
50-mm square PMTs, which results in a large number
of resolution elements with relatively few detectors
compared to other approaches. The design and per
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large acceptance angle in the axial direction, relying on
shielding only to reduce the amount of scattered radia
tion, not to define the slices in the axial direction.
NaI(Tl) has good energy resolution, which allows for
an effective rejection of scattered events. NaI(Tl) also
has good timing resolution, which allows the use of a
relatively narrow coincidence resolving time window,
thereby reducing the background due to random coin
cidence events. Finally, since the system uses only six
scintillation crystals and 180 PMTs as compared to
thousands of crystals and PMTs in other designs, the
system is relatively simple in design.

While our approach has several inherent advantages,
the use of continuous detectors in PET also has limi
tations. The gaps between the detectors result in missing
data and require special compensation in the recon
struction algorithm to reduce the loss of image quality.
In addition, the use of only a few large detectors results
in high countrates in each detector, which requires
special hardware and software techniques to achieve a
high overall system countrate capability. Finally,
NaI(Tl) has lower sensitivity than other scintillation
crystals used in PET, however, the large axial accept
ance angle helps compensate for this loss.

DESIGN OVERVIEW

The continuous-slice PENN-PET positron tomo
graph (Fig. 1) uses a hexagonal arrangement of six
position-sensitive NaI(TI) detectors (6). The detector
separation is 84 cm and the patient port is restricted to
a 50-cm diameter through lead shielding, which also
limits the axial field of view to 10 cm. Each detector
consists ofa 500x 150x25 mm NaI(Tl) scintillator with
a 12.5-mm thick glass light guide coupled to the back
surface. The scintillation light is detected by an array
of thirty 50-mm square PMTs, arranged in three rows
of ten. The high light output of NaI(Tl), necessary for

FIGURE1
Continuous-slicePENN-PETscanner in the Hospitalof the
Universityof Pennsylvania.

good spatial resolution, allows the use of delay-line
pulse-clipping of the exponential tails of the NaI(Tl)
light emission, as well as relatively short pulse integra
tion times in order to minimize the effects of pulse
pileup. The pulses from each PMT are amplified and
fed into a digitizer/integrator. A dedicated hardware
position calculator determines the positions along both
axes from the integrated signals, using a biased centroid
calculation (7). This calculation can include all 30
PMTs to calculate a global centroid or it can be re
stricted to @--l0PMTs in the vicinity of the scintillation
site for a local centroid calculation. At high count rates,
the local centroid calculation has the advantage that
nearly simultaneous events in the crystal have a reduced
effect on the estimated position.

Following position estimation, the detector locations,
along with detector pair, energy and timing informa
tion, are sent to a rebinning pre-processor, based upon
an earlier design (8), which reorganizes the data into
50 projection matrices (256 rays x 192 angles per
matrix), which are called sinograms.

The sinograms undergo the following stages of pro
cessing.

1. Normalization, to correct for nonuniformities in
sensitivity.

2. Background subtraction, to correct for scatter,
randoms, and other misplaced events.

3. Attenuation correction.
4. Gap compensation, to correct for the missing data

in the gaps between detectors, that result from
both the physical gap between detectors and the
difficulty ofpositioning near the edge ofthe detec
tector. (In the sinogram, the gaps appear as diag
onal lines separating the detector pairs.)

Finally, transverse section images are reconstructed
by filtered backprojection. The slice thickness and spac
ing of the transverse images can be varied in 2-mm
increments, depending on the study, and they can be
reorganized into coronal and sagittal images, also with
variable slice thickness.

The next section discusses the detectors and data
processing in more detail, particularly those areas
unique to this scanner.

SYSTEM HIGHLIGHTS

Detectors
Spatial resolution. The spatial resolution depends largely

on the extent to which the scintillation light spreads in the
crystal after a gamma ray interaction as well as the extent of
the gamma ray energy spread by Compton scattering. Both
light and energy spread are reduced in a thinner crystal,
although the lower sensitivity would preclude its use in PET.
It is possible, however, to manipulate the spread of light in a
given crystal thickness which affects noise propagation due to
the statistical fluctuations of the PMT signals and, therefore,
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influences the spatial resolution (9). To decrease light spread
ing, shallow grooves were cut into the front surface of the
crystal (forming columns and rows of pyramids) to reflect
lightback towardsthe PMTswith lessdispersion.Secondly,a
rectangular array of 50-mm square PMTs was chosen to
optimize the sampling of the light while minimizing the total
number of PMTs needed for each detector. Finally, the effec
tive light spread was changed by varying the bias in the
positioning algorithm to the point where only nine to eleven
PMTscontributesignificantlyto the calculatedposition.This
improves the resolution by eliminating small noisy signals
originatingfrom PMTs far from the scintillationsite.

In the transverse direction the spatial resolution is an
average of 5.2 mm at the full-width at half-maximum
(FWHM), and 13 mm at the full-widthat tenth-maximum
(FWTM). The point spread function (PSF) is more peaked
than a Gaussian and has tails that are somewhat wider, due
to Compton scattering in the crystal. The spatial resolution
degrades very close to the edge of the crystal, since a centroid
calculation can not effectively position events at this point.
Events near the edge of the crystal are therefore rejected,
resultingin an activelengthof450 mm. The gapcorresponds
to @-l0%ofthe length ofthe detector, resulting in a 20% loss
of data in the transverse plane. In the axial direction, the
average spatial resolution is 6.2 mm FWHM and the active
lengthis 90 mm, whichdeterminesthe effectiveaxial fieldof
view (FOV).

Calibration.In a continuousdetector,the PMT gaincali
bration and position calibration are essential for good peform
ance. PMT gain calibration is performed in software and
results in good energy uniformity over the detector with a
standard deviation (s.d.) in peak energy of only 1% and an
energy resolution of 10%. However, even with perfectly bal
anced gains, the position is only approximately linear because
of systematic variations due to nonuniform light collection
and sampling, and nonlinearities in the biased centroid cal
culation. Therefore, spatial distortions are measured and com
pensated.A sealedcalibrationsourceconsistingof 31 individ
ual 68Ge/68Gasources spaced 15 mm apart is placed between
each pair of parallel detectors. Lead masks in front of the
detectors, with seven rows of holes angled to point towards
the line of sources, collimate the gamma rays towards known
detector locations.The effectsof backgroundscatteringand
collimator penetration are minimized through the use of a
position-dependent coincidence requirement. The resulting
217 peaks (31 x 7), in the two-dimensional position spectrum
are identified in each detector, and since the distortions vary
slowly between measured points, linear interpolation between
the peaks is used to obtain distortions at 0.5-mm increments
in both directions. A look-up table of spatial distortion cor
rectionsiscreatedsothat measuredpositionscan beconverted
to true positionsduring data collection.The PMT gain cali
bration is normally performed only approximately four times
per year, and the spatial calibration is normally performed
monthly, to account for electronic drift.

High Count Rates. The performance of the detectors at
high count rates is limited by three problems: (a) dead time,
(b) pulse pile-up, and (c) random coincidences. Detector dead
time and pulse pile-up have been examined extensively (10).
By clipping the NaI(Tl) light response (to 120 ns), using a
short integration time (160â€”240ns), and by using a local
centroid calculation (11), it has been possible to achieve

detector single rates of 2 million cps per detector, correspond
ing to a system-wide true coincidence rate of 100 kcps. At this
rate, detector deadtime is at most 20%, while the spatial
resolutionFWHMincreasesby20%and the FWTMincreases
by 50%.

The highcount rate performanceofany systemofdetectors
designed for PET is ultimately limited by the occurrence of
random coincidences.The relative rate of random coinci
dencesto true coincidencesis givenby:

R/T = 2rn@N,@/kn,N,2rN,/k, (1)

where N, is the singles rate per detector, 2r is the coincidence
timing window, n@is the number of detector pairs, n, is the
number of detectors, and k is the true coincidence fraction.
R/T, the random fraction, can be minimized either by increas
ing k, the fraction of events found in coincidence, or by
decreasing 2r. The fraction k is affected by the lower level
energy discriminator, choice of detector material, scanner
geometry and shielding. The narrowness of the coincidence
windowislimitedbythe detector'stimingresolution.Between
two two-dimensional detectors, we measure 3.8 as FWHM
and 8.2 ns FWTM. The timing coincidence window, 2r, is set
to 8 ns, which includes up to 95% ofthe coincidences.

Sinogram Data Processing
Normalization. The first correction applied to the two

dimensional sinograms is normalization. There are three ef
fectsthat needto be normalized.The firstis the axialsensitiv
ity variation from the edge of the axial FOV to the center,
where the sensitivity is peaked. The second is the sampling
pattern whichresultsfrom the coordinatetransformationand
truncation in going from the detector coordinates (1,024
channels in the transverse direction) to the sinogram coordi
nates (256 rays x 192 angles). These two effects do not change
with time. The third effect, which does change with time,
results from nonumformities in the detector which remain
after energyand spatial calibrations.This detector normali
zation is done biweekly in order to minimize errors in both
image quality and quantitation.

We normalizeeach of nine detector pairs by taking data
with a uniform sheet source oflow activity placed sequentially
between each detector pair. The data are processed in a
manner similar to that proposed by Casey et al. (12). Rather
than determining the normalization for up to 1 million (1,024
channels x 1,024 channels) possible coincidences in each
detector pair for each slice, which requires an unreasonable
number of total counts to minimize statistical noise, the
normalization is calculated for each sinogram coordinate,
which reduces the number ofcoincidence locations by a factor
of â€˜-128.If we assume that the individual efficiency for each
detector channel is independent of the opposing detector
channel with which it is in coincidence, then the normalization
can be determined by averaging the detector over all coinci
dences with the opposing detector. In other words, the nor
malizationfactorfor each sinogramcoordinateis givenby:

N(s,O)= @:na(sj,Oj)@ nb(sk,O1)/@n(sm,Op), (2)

where n@is the number of counts in the sinogram for a given
position in detector a and summed over all coincident posi
tions in detector b. These coincidences fall along a line in the
sinogram for the given detector pair, defined by O@= C S + D,
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whichpassesthroughthe point (s,O)and is parallelto the lines
which correspond to the gaps adjacent to detector a. The
counts representedby nbare definedsimilarly.The sum over
n includesall counts in the detectorpair. This further reduces
the number of counts neededby about a factor of 64. There
fore, this averagingprocessof each sinogramcoordinate re
duces the number of counts needed for good statistics by
about a factor of l0@,compared to normalizing each detector
coincidence.

Background Subtraction. The second correction applied to
the sinogram is background subtraction. This includes scat
teredand other misplacedevents.The backgroundprofilewas
determined for brain studies by using a brain-sized phantom
uniformly filled with activity except for a thin region in the
middle. The phantom is a lucite cylinder 18-cm in diameter
by 10-cm long, with a 2.5-cm wide polyethylene bar in the
middle, which has nearly the same density as water. The
profile of this distribution, at an angle along the direction of
the bar, showsa dip in the middleand tailsat the edges,which
should go to zero in the absence of background events (see

FIGURE2
(A)Scatter phantom is 18 cm in diameter by 10 cm long. A
2.5-cm polyethylene bar in the middle creates a region free
fromactivity.(B)Profileof the phantomin the sinogramat an
anglealongthe directionofthe bar.Thedata are notcorrected
for attenuation.The backgroundis fit to the tails,outside the
phantom,andthecenterdip.Thedataweretakenat a very
low countrate.

Fig. 2). This parabolic scatter profile is assumed to be valid
for brain studies,so that the total backgroundin the FOV in
the sinogram can be estimated by measuring the background
in the tails at the edge of the distribution as a function of
angle. The background is calculated for each sinogram and is
then subtracted from the data. This subtraction technique,
while only approximate, improves the contrast of the image
and allowsquantitativemeasurementsto be made.Compared
to scattersubtractionby deconvolution,this method isadvan
tageous in that it takes into account scattered radiation from
areas outside the sinogram being processed. The background
subtraction includes randoms, which, for a typical fluorine
l8-fluorodeoxyglucose ([â€˜8F]FDG)brain study, is only @â€”5%.

Attenuation Correction. This is presently accomplished by
fitting the skull or body with an ellipticaloutline and calcu
lating the attenuation using the known coefficient for water
whilea transmissionscanningsourceis implemented.

Image Reconstruction and Gap Compensation. For most
scanners, the axial acceptance angle is usually small, since the
slices are determined by septa between rings. Our system is
continuousin the axialdirection,without slice-definingsepta,
and therefore has a potentially large axial acceptance angle.
For a source in the center of the scanner, the maximum
angular acceptance amax 6.5Â°(as measured from the central

A transverseplane).Thislargeacceptanceangleyieldsan in
crease in sensitivity, but ifthe data are processed into parallel
slices, it also causes a degradation in the spatial resolution as
the radial distance from the center of the scanner increases.
Figure3 illustratesthe trade-offbetweensensitivityand axial
resolution. For the point in the center, the calculated Z@ =
(Z3+ Z2)/2is thesame@ evenfor largea. However,for
the points off-center, the difference between Zavgand Z,@
increases as a increases, leading to poorer axial resolution for
largea. Forexample,a point 10cm off-centerin the transverse
planecan be mispositionedup to 1cm in the axialdirection.

Thedegradationin spatialresolutionas a functionof radius
can be minimized by limiting the angular acceptanceangle,
at the expenseof sensitivity.Alternatively,wecan usea three
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FIGURE3
(A)Axialacceptance angle a@ 6.5Â°maximizesboth the
sensitivityand the error inthe axialpositionZ for poIntswhich
are off-center in the transverse direction. (B) a@ I .3Â°
reducesthesensitivityto 40%andtheerrorin Z byapproxi
matelya factor of five.
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man phantom with data gaps, appearing as diagonal bars of
missing data. Approximately 20% of the projection data are
lost as a result of inserting the gaps. The Fourier transform in
Figure 4B has distinct diagonal lines due to the gaps super
imposed on the wedge of real data. The Fourier components
in the forbidden region are set to zero, and then the inverse
transform is taken, resulting in a sinogram with estimated
data in the gaps. Only the estimated gap data are inserted into
the original projection matrix (Fig. 4A) so as not to smooth
the real data. Figure 4C shows the result after three iterations.
Estimated data in the gaps in Fig. 4C are barely noticeable,
since the major structures in the sinogram continue in a
consistent manner across the gaps. An image reconstructed
from this sinogram, Figure 4D, is nearly indistinguishable
from one which is reconstructed from the simulated sinogram
without gaps.

SYSTEM PERFORMANCE

Spatial Resolution
The coincidence resolution midway between two de

tectors is given by the convolution of the PSFs of two
detectors. In the PET scanner, gamma rays can strike
the crystal at an oblique angle, leading to a parallax
error, since the depth of interaction is unknown. This
effect is noticeable in the transverse direction and causes
the image spatial resolution to degrade somewhat in the
transverse plane as the distance from the center in
creases, but only minimally affects the axial resolution
because of the relatively smaller angles of incidence
allowed in that direction. In addition, with the PENN
PET scanner, as with others, the spatial resolution
depends on many factors, such as radial and axial

dimensional method of reconstruction which does not require
shift-invariance of the PSF, such as the event-by-event back
projection (EBEBP) technique (13). This algorithm backpro
jects the data into a three-dimensional volume, taking the
axial angle into account. This technique reduces the resolution
degradation without reducing the sensitivity. The backpro
jected data can then be reconstructed with the iterative space
reconstruction algorithm (ISRA) (14), since this algorithm
operateson the backprojectedvolumerather than the projec
tion data. Before reconstruction, however, the volume is sliced
into parallel transverse images, which are then independently
reconstructed. Both the EBEBP and ISRA are time-consuming
(on a VAX 11/750) and would require special hardware to
make them practical. However, a three-dimensional recon
struction algorithm would optimize the performance of the
PENN-PET scanner.

The method normally used for image reconstruction is
filtered backprojection with the constrained Fourier space
technique to compensate for the gaps. This method for esti
mating the missing data is iterative and is based on properties
of the two-dimensional Fourier transform of the sinogram
(15). We havealsoevaluatedotheralgorithms,includingthe
ISRA,whichcan compensatefor the missingdata (16); how
ever, they offer no advantage in accuracy with patient data,
and have considerably longer reconstruction time. The con
strained Fourier technique transforms the current estimate
from one space to the other in an alternating sequence,
imposing the known constraints in the respective spaces. We
take the two-dimensional Fourier transform ofthe sinogram,

P (w,@) â€¢@f,@{p(s,O)exp[â€”i(ws+ NO)]ds dO, (3)

where the coordinates in the Fourier domain are spatial fre
quencyo,and harmonicnumber @.This hasbeenshown(17),
for a point source:

IP (w,n)@ J,,(wR),

where Jii is the ?lthorder Bessel function, implying that in
Fourier space valid data are essentially confined to the
â€œwedgeâ€•region for which ij@ w K,, where R@,is the object
radius. Because the detector gap corresponds to a radius R@
which is larger than the radius Re,,in Fourier space the data
gaps result in coefficients which are inconsistent with valid
data. A complete projection set, without gaps, then, produces
a Fourier transform with coefficientsof nonnegligibleampli
tude only inside the wedge for which tj@ Ri,,while the Fourier
transform of the incomplete projection data contains nonne
gligible coefficients outside this wedge. If these coefficients
outside the wedge are set to zero, an inverse Fourier transform
of the remaining coefficients yields a consistent estimate of a
complete set ofprojection data. Since all the data are modified
in the process, we insert only the estimated gap data into the
original sinogram rather than using the complete inverse
Fourier transform. Also, since the gaps are not completely
separable in Fourier space, the estimate of the gap data can
be improvedby iteratingthis procedure severaltimes. Since
it involves mainly forward and inverse Fourier transforms,
the technique lends itselfwell to implementation on an array
processor.

Figure 4A shows the sinogram matrix ofa simulated Hoff
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position, axial collimation, and reconstruction algo
rithm. Therefore, we have measured the intrinsic spatial
resolution of the scanner and its dependence on a

variety of scanner parameters, to indicate expected
image quality under different scanning conditions.

Since the PENN-PET has continuous sampling and
good resolution in all three directions, it was necessary
to use a true point source to measure the transverse and
axial resolutions simultaneously. The point source was
a 1-mm3 piece of copper, irradiated by protons in a
cyclotron to form a 62Zn/62Cu positron emitter (150

@@Ci)with a 9.2-hr half-life. The source was inserted in
plastic tubing for handling and positioned at a number
oflocations throughout the FOV ofthe scanner in order
to measure the dependence on radial and axial posi
tions. With the point sources, the dependence of the
spatial resolution on axial acceptance angle and recon
struction algorithm was studied. We have evaluated the
spatial resolution using the full angular acceptance am@
= 6.5Â° and also 1 .3Â°. As seen in Figure 3, sensitivity

decreases by a factor of 2.5 while the maximum axial
positioning error decreases by about a factor of five
with the decreased axial acceptance angle. The magni
tude of that error depends upon the radial distance of
the source from the center. The data were reconstructed
two-dimensionally, namely filtered backprojection
(using a ramp filter) after rebinning, and three-dimen
sionally, using the EBEBP and ISRA algorithms. Since
the transverse resolution of a point source is a function
of the number of iterations with the ISRA algorithm,
the data were reconstructed for a fixed number of
iterations (four) to show the relative changes of the
resolution, both transversely and axially, as a function
of radius.

The measured spatial resolution, as characterized by
the FWHM, as a function of position, is shown in
Figure 5. The data were collected with sufficient statis
tics so that a reliable determination ofthe FWHM could
be made from the PSF by linear interpolation between
adjacent channels. The image PSF is more sharply
peaked than a Gaussian, and one which needs to be
finely sampled (channel width less than FWHM/lO) in
order to properly measure the spatial resolution. Using
a large axial acceptance angle, the two-dimensional
approach to reconstruction results in the axial resolu
tion increasing from 5.5 to 10.5 mm at a radius of 15
cm (Fig. 5A). The transverse resolution also increases,
although less dramatically, in a direction perpendicular
to the direction in which the source is moved. This
results from reconstructing an inconsistent set of pro
jection data, since data at angles parallel to the direction
in which the source is moved are misplaced axially into
other slices because of the two-dimensional approxi
mation. The effect of this approximation is less notice
able with patient data, which normally are recon
structed into slices thicker than 2 mm. The radial
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FIGURE5
Imagespatialresolution,inthe transverse plane(Xand Y)and
the axial directlon (Z) with the axial acceptance angle a@
6.5Â°with the data processed by parallelslice rebinning.(B)
a@ 1.3Â°with parallel slice rebinning. (C) a@ 6.5Â°with
the data processed by event-by-event backprojection.

smearing of the PSF which normally occurs with a
circular scanner is not seen, since with the hexagonal
PENN-PET, the effect ofthe depth-of-interaction is less
sensitive to the location of the source. The degradation
in both the axial and transverse resolution as a function
ofradius is minimizedby usinga smallaxialacceptance
angle (Fig. SB). The three-dimensional reconstruction
technique, however, which backprojects each event in
a volume, nearly eliminates the degradation in resolu
tion with radius (Fig. SC) without reducing the sensitiv
ity. Since the volume data were sliced into transverse



planes and reconstructed two-dimensionally, rather
than using a true three-dimensional reconstruction al
gorithm with appropriate filtering, the resolution in the
axial direction is not optimal in Figure SC.

Scatter and Sensitivity
One of the features that sets the continuous-slice

PENN-PET scanner apart from most other systems is@
the fact that there are no septa between rings. Septa are 3
normally used to define slice, limit the axial acceptance
angle, and limit the amount ofscattered radiation. With
continuous detectors slice definition with septa is not
necessary or even desirable, and because of the good
energy resolution of NaI(Tl) and energy uniformity of
the detectors, energy discrimination rather than shield
ing effectively limits scatter. The flexibility of adjusting
the energy threshold (in both hardware and software)
and the axial acceptance angle (only in software) allows
us to study the trade-off between scatter and sensitivity
and to alter the parameters depending on the type of
study. To estimate the amount of scattered radiation
for brain studies and its dependence on acceptance
angle and energy threshold, we used a brain-sized cylin
drical lucite phantom (18-cm diameter x 10-cm long)
filled with a small amount of â€˜8F.Figure 2 shows the
activity profile, with a polyethylene bar in the middle
as described earlier, and the parabolic fit to the back
ground, which we assume to be the scatter profile over
the region covered by the phantom. The scatter fraction
is defined as the ratio of the scattered coincidences,
within the region ofactivity, to true coincidences. Thus,
with the bar in the phantom, the scatter fraction can be
estimated by comparing the average amplitude of the
background to the average amplitude of the trues,
within the region of the phantom. This method is a
convenient means ofcomparing the scatter fraction for
different energy thresholds and axial acceptance angles.
For comparison, we calculated the scatter fraction for
our system using the method suggested by Hoffman
(18).Thismethoddeducesthescatterfractionforeach
annular ring of the cylinder from the tails in the PSF
of a line source placed at several positions in the uni
form water-filled phantom, and then integrates over the@
rings for the total scatter fraction of the cylinder. The
two methods give the same result for a given energy@
threshold and axial acceptance angle.

Figure 6 shows coincidence energy spectra taken with@
a point source in air (lower curve) and with the water
filled scatter phantom (upper curve). The singles energy
spectra show much more scatter at low energies for the
phantom compared to a point source in air, but, in the
coincidence spectra, most large-angle scattering events
are eliminated by the coincidence requirement. Since
the singles photopeak efficiency in NaI(Tl) is only ap
proximately two-thirds of the total interaction effi
ciency, which is 60% for a 2.5-cm thick crystal, there
are many events which Compton scatter out of the
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FIGURE6
Energyspectra for a pointsource in air (lowercurve)and for
a water-filled18-cmdiameterphantom(uppercurve).

crystal and are â€œgoodâ€•in the sense that the measured
position is correct even though the measured energy is
lower than S11 keV. These â€œgoodâ€•events, however,
have the same energy as â€œbadâ€•events in which Comp
ton scatter in the patient is detected at positions incon
sistent with the original trajectory. Therefore, as the
energy threshold is raised, good (true) events as well as
bad (scatter) events are eliminated. In other words, the
true sensitivity will decrease at the same time that the
scatter fraction (specifically, scatter in the patient) de
creases.

Figure 7 shows that with the largest axial opening,
the scatter fraction ranges from a high of 40% with a
lower level energy discriminator (LLED) set at 100 keY
to a low of 10% with the LLED set to 500 keY, which

600

FIGURE7
Scatter fraction (scatter/twa) versus lower level energy
threshold (LLED) and axial opening (10 cm, 6 cm, 2 cm).
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overlaps the photopeak because of the finite energy
resolution. Because ofthe finite energy resolution, some
scattered events have measured energies in the photo
peak range, so that even with the highest energy thresh
old there is still a non-negligible scatter fraction. Figure
8 showsthedependenceofthe sensitivityontheLLED,
as expressed in the standard units ofKcps/@tCi/ml. The
true sensitivity is a maximum of 85 Kcps/sCi/ml with
the LLED = 100 keV, or an average of 9.5 Kcps/@Ci/
ml/axial-cm over the entire axial FOV. The latter value
is comparable to multi-ring systems, which usually
quote the sensitivity for direct and cross slices of 1-
cm axial thickness. However, note that the phantom
used to measure sensitivity (with the polyethylene bar
taken out) is 18 cm in diameter by 10 cm, which closely
approximates the volume of the brain. Also, the sensi
tivity represents only the true counts, after subtraction
of both randoms and scattered events, which fall in the
region ofthe brain-sized phantom and not in the entire
FOV. The sensitivity drops by more than a factor of
two as the LLED is raised from 100 keY to 400 keY,
while the value of the scatter fraction also drops by a
factor of two; thus raising the energy threshold trades
better contrast for fewer true counts.

A previous comparison of the scatter (and random)
fraction and sensitivity for NaI(Tl) (and BOO) was
performed (19) as a function of energy threshold with
a pair ofsmall detectors. For NaI(Tl), which has a lower
photofraction than BGO, the lowest threshold (100
keY) was concluded to give the best image quality,
based on using an image quality factor Q = T/(S/T +
R/T + 1), where T is the number oftrue, S the number
of scatter, and R the number of random coincidences.
For the present tomograph, we studied the effect of the
energy threshold on image quality (20), by measuring
the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of cold spheres in a
uniformly filled cylinder of water with â€˜8F.The SNR is
the ratio of the contrast of the cold spheres to the
relative background noise. With a real scanner, the
background noise includes a nonstatistical component
(e.g., detector nonuniformities, reconstruction artifacts)
as well as a statistical component, whereas the previous
study using only a pair of detectors assumed the ideal
condition of having only statistical noise. Unlike the
previous study, the optimal SNR, for spheres ranging
from 1 cm to 2.5 cm diameter, is achieved with a high
(400 keY) threshold for typical count densities, since
the decrease in true counts with a high threshold does
not offset the increase in contrast. For low count den
sities, where statistical fluctuations dominate the back
ground noise, a lower threshold results in comparable
image quality to use of a higher threshold.

In order to compare the effectiveness of limiting
scatter by energy discrimination versus axial angular
discrimination, we measured the scatter fraction as a
function of axial angular acceptance. Changing the
acceptance angle in software does not affect the scatter

fraction. This is because the scatter and true coinci
denceshavethesametriangularaxialsensitivityresponse.
Note that the phantom used is only 10 cm long, since
in a clinical situation, the activity in the body is a fair
distance away and, therefore, effectively shielded from
the detectors. Scattering investigations by others have
generally assumed an axially continuous distribution of
activity extending beyond the bounds of the scanner.
To better understand the consequence of having no
inter-slice septa, the shielding was physically moved to
change the axial opening from the normal 10 cm to 2
cm. Figure 7 shows that for a 20-percent scatter fraction,
one can either use a 2-cm axial opening with the LLED
= 100 keV, or a 10-cm axial opening with the LLED =

400 keV. Both ofthese possibilities result in similar true
sensitivities, since the sensitivity changes by about a
factor oftwo in going from 400 keY to 100 keY and by
a factor of two and a half in going from a 10-cm to 2-
cm axial opening (see Fig. 8). Also, the scatter fraction
does not change significantlywhen the aperture is in
creased from 6 cm to 10 cm (Fig. 7), although this may
depend on the phantom used. Therefore, with sodium
iodide, energy discrimination can be used to reduce the
scatter fraction with a smaller cost to sensitivity than
would result with mechanical collimation. In addition,
limiting the angular acceptance with inter-slice septa
precludes continuous axial sampling and good axial
resolution with a stationary system. Two recent studies
(21,22) have investigated the effect of varying the axial
acceptance angle using Monte Carlo simulations, both
showing a significant increase in the scatter fraction
with large acceptance angles. However, these simula
tions were performed for brain-only BGO scanners,
which have both a smaller detector diameter than the
body-sized PENN-PET and poorer energy resolution.
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FIGURE8
Sensitivity versus lower level energy threshold for total (true
+ scatter) coincidences and trues, for a@ 6.5Â°and 1.3Â°.
Thevaluesare forthe 18 cmdiameterby 10 cm longphantom.
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CountRate Performance
The two major adverse consequences of operating

the system at high count rates are random coincidences
and deadtime. To measure the behavior of the system
as a function of activity, we filled the 18-cm cylindrical
phantom with a high activity of â€˜8Fand measured the
total, true, and random coincidence rates within the
region ofthe phantom. Results for a fixed LLED = 350
keY are shown in Figure 9. The total coincidences that
affect the image are calculated from the total input rate
times the fraction of coincidences that fall within the
area of the object. Since we have only nine pairs of
detectors, the total coincidence input rate is easily meas
ured. The randoms affecting the image are calculated
as:

R = 2r n@N@F,,

where 2r is the coincidence timing window set at 8 ns,
n@is the number of detector pairs, N, is the singles rate
per detector, and F, is the fraction of randoms which
fall within the area of the object.

The coincidence timing and triggering electronics
experience small deadtime losses at the highest count
rates. At the present time, the majority ofthe deadtime
loss occurs in the event-processing electronics, namely
the position calculator and rebinning pre-processor.
With an activity of @-3.SmCi, the position calculator
throughput saturates at a rate of 180 Kcps for the local
centroid calculation, typically using only 10 PMTs, and
125 kcps for the global centroid calculation, which uses
all 30 PMTs. Hardware modifications which will sig

0

FiGURE9
Count rate versus activity in the region of the phantom at
LLED = 350 keV. Shown are the randoms, trues, and total
coincidences(true+ randoms+ scatter)asmeasuredbythe
system, using a localcentroid positioningalgorithmwithout
an upper level energy discriminator.

nificantly increase the maximum countrate of the sys
tern are currently under development.

The true rates are calculated by subtracting the ran
dom and scatter rates from the total coincidences. The
scatter/true ratio is 20% for LLED = 350 keY. At this
energy threshold, the trues equal the randoms with an
activity in the FOV of4.S mCi, at which point the true
coincidence rate is 80 Kcps. With photopeak energy
discrimination, including lower and upper level energy
thresholds, the true coincidence countrate is somewhat
lower. With the global centroid, simultaneous events
pile up and register an energy above S11 keY, which
need to be rejected since the calculated position will
most likely be wrong. The local centroid reduces the
pile-up of simultaneous events to a large extent.

With or without photopeak energy discrimination,
the local centroid algorithm leads to fewer positioning
errors at high countrates than the global centroid algo
rithm. This is shown in Figure 10, which plots the ratio
of the background to true counts in the bar phantom
profile. At low count rates, the background fraction is
simply the scatter fraction. At higher count rates, the
background fraction is comparable to the scatter plus
random fractions. Up to 3 mCi in the FOY, the local
centroid, without a photopeak window, provides as low
a background fraction and almost double the true event
rate as the global centroid with a photopeak window.
An even lower background fraction, however, can be
obtained at these count rates using the local centroid
with a photopeak window, with a commensurate re
duction in true event rate.

For a typical [18f9pJ@ brain study, a maximum of
1 mCi is in the FOY, which leads to a true count rate

FIGURE10
Backgroundfraction (scatter fraction + randomfraction)ver
sus activity, as characterizedby the ratio of â€œcoldâ€•region to
â€œhotâ€•regionin the bar profilephantom.
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of 20 Kcps (above 350 keY), or -@â€˜-3Smillion counts for
a 30-mm scan, with a combined (scatter + random)
background fraction of 25% and minimal deadtime
losses. At higher data rates, detector performance has a
significant effect on image quality. A previous study
(23)hasshownthathighcountrateimagequalityis
optimized when the high count rate event processing
techniques were implemented. The detectors have been

shown to perform well above 2 Mcps corresponding to
4.-S mCi in the FOV, at which point random and true
rates are approximately equal.

ClinicalImages
To date, mainly [â€˜8flfl@J(brain studies have been

performed. A typical study is shown in Figure 11. The
patient was injected with 4.8 mCi and scanned for SO
mm, beginning 40 mm postinjection. Typically, pa
tients are injected with 4â€”8mCi and scanned for 30â€”
SO mm. The data are sorted into as many as 45 trans
verse sections, each 2 mm thick. Figure 11 shows rep
resentative transverse sections that are 6-mm thick and

separated by 4 mm. The good spatial resolution and
sampling in the axial direction are evident when the
data are sorted into sagittal or coronal slices (see Fig.
12). A cardiac scan, displayed in Figure 13, was oh
tamed with a 12-mm acquisition, 30 mm after an 8-
mCi [@8F]FDGinjection.

DISCUSSION

The continuous NaI(Tl) detectors used in the PENN
PET scanner result in 5.5-mm resolution in both the

FIGURE12
Representativetransverse,coronal, and sagittal sections, 6
mm thick, of [18F9FDGbralnstudy. The patient was scanned
at two axial positions, in order to get complete coronal and
sagittal images with good statistics.

transverse and axial planes. The intrinsic resolution of
the detectors is limited partly by the thickness of the
crystal, which is needed for sensitivity, and partly by
the short pulse-integration time, which is needed for
high count rate capability. Research on improving the

Transverse sections, 6 mm thick with 4 mm spacing, of [18F]
FDGbrain study. The patient was injectedwith 4.8 mCi and
scanned for 50 mm. Only nine representative sections are
shown.

FIGURE13
Transverse sections, 4 mmthickwith4 mm spacing, of [18F]
FDGcardiac study. The patient was injectedwith8 mCiand
scanned for 12 mm.
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detector performance continues, including measuring
the depth-of-interaction in the crystal to reduce the
parallax error that occurs with oblique angles of mci
dence (24) and extending the ability to position events
near the edges of the detector. The high count rate
performance has been studied extensively, and requires
using delay-line pulse clipping, a local centroid posi
tioning algorithm, a short integration time, and an
upper level energy discriminator. Pulse-by-pulse van
able integration, to optimize the resolution for a range
of countrates, has been investigated but not imple
mented.

The PENN-PET was designed without slice-defining
septa and with a large axial acceptance angle to allow
volume imaging. The large acceptance angle maximizes
the sensitivity, but it adversely affects the spatial reso
lution at distances from the center of the scanner and
increases the scatter fraction. The variation of the spa
tial resolution can be minimized by using a three
dimensional reconstruction algorithm, without affect
ing the sensitivity, or by limiting the axial acceptance
angle and using a two-dimensional filtered backprojec
tion technique. While research continues on imple
menting a three-dimensional algorithm, the constrained
Fourier filtered backprojection technique is used for
patient studies because of the time required to recon
struct three-dimensionally. The scatter fraction can be
reduced by raising the lower level energy discriminator
to the photopeak edge. In addition, more sophisticated
techniques for scatter, random, deadtime, and alien
uation corrections are under investigation.

In summary, the PENN-PET scanner is capable of
brain and whole-body imaging, with a maximum SO
cm diameter transverse FOV and 9-cm axial FOV. A
large number ofstatic [â€˜8F]FDGbrain studies and some
cardiac studies have been performed, in addition to
brain blood flow studies and dynamic â€˜8F-n-methyl
spiperone neuroreceptor studies. The scanner has suf
ficient sensitivity and count rate capability to produce
highquality volume imagesfor most typesof studies.
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